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of Eabs suggest that models that assume internal
mixtures in a core-shell configuration, or scale
the absorption (or forcing) by externally mixed
BC particles, can substantially overestimate the
atmospheric warming by BC, potentially by up
to a factor of 2 (4, 5). The climate benefits of BC
mitigation (3) would similarly be overestimated.
This would be true even for models that specifically track the mixing state of BC particles as
they evolve in time (25). It is possible that non–
fossil-derived BC (such as emitted from biomass
burning) may exist with a considerably different
internal morphology or amounts of BrC as compared with the ambient particles observed in this
study, and thus different observable Eabs values.
Models may ultimately need to treat BC from
fossil-fuel combustion differently than BC from
biomass burning, although this awaits validation
through further measurements of wavelengthdependent Eabs for atmospheric particles in a variety of locations around the world. The contrast
between our ambient observations and model formulations highlights the still incomplete understanding of radiative forcing by atmospheric BC
with respect to particle-mixing state. Additional
challenges include the quantification of BC emission inventories, wet-deposition removal rates,

and the specification of the spatial and temporal
distributions of BC (particularly the altitudinal
profile) (26).
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A Gain-of-Function Polymorphism
Controlling Complex Traits and Fitness
in Nature
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Identification of the causal genes that control complex trait variation remains challenging, limiting
our appreciation of the evolutionary processes that influence polymorphisms in nature. We cloned
a quantitative trait locus that controls plant defensive chemistry, damage by insect herbivores,
survival, and reproduction in the natural environments where this polymorphism evolved.
These ecological effects are driven by duplications in the BCMA (branched-chain methionine
allocation) loci controlling this variation and by two selectively favored amino acid changes in the
glucosinolate-biosynthetic cytochrome P450 proteins that they encode. These changes cause a
gain of novel enzyme function, modulated by allelic differences in catalytic rate and gene copy
number. Ecological interactions in diverse environments likely contribute to the widespread
polymorphism of this biochemical function.
ew studies have identified the genes that
underlie complex trait variation in nature
and the evolutionary processes that influence these polymorphisms. Most such work has
focused on loss-of-function mutations that lead to
adaptive phenotypes (1), likely because novel
gain-of-function changes occur infrequently and
require persistent natural selection to be maintained in populations (2). Nonetheless, new functional mechanisms are crucially important for
adaptive evolution (3). To understand the adaptive consequences of complex trait variation, we

F

must establish a direct relationship between genetic polymorphisms and phenotypic traits, and
investigate the fitness consequences of this variation in natural environments (1).
Glucosinolates are biologically active secondary compounds (fig. S1) found in Arabidopsis and
its relatives (4) that are important in many aspects
of plant defense, influencing oviposition and
feeding by insect herbivores (5), defense against
microbial pathogens (6), and composition of
associated microbial communities (7). Typically,
generalist insects are sensitive to glucosinolate-
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based plant defenses, whereas specialists may be
able to cope with these compounds, which may
serve as oviposition cues and feeding stimulants (5).
The ecological model plant Boechera stricta
(Brassicaceae) is a native, short-lived perennial
with a close phylogenetic relationship to Arabidopsis
(8), often found in undisturbed habitats where
current environments are similar to historical conditions that have existed for ~3000 years (9). In
field populations near Lost Trail Pass in Montana
and Crested Butte in Colorado, we measured
natural selection on foliar damage from herbivores
using local genotypes. We mapped a quantitative trait locus (QTL) in B. stricta that contributes
to insect resistance and controls allocation to
glucosinolates derived from branched-chain amino acids or methionine [the BCMA (branchedchain methionine allocation) locus] (10). Although
most Brassicaceae synthesize glucosinolates from
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methionine or tryptophan precursors, among the
genera closely related to Arabidopsis, only Boechera
produces glucosinolates from branched-chain
amino acids, specifically valine or isoleucine (11).
We refer to these two categories of methioninederived and branched-chain glucosinolates as MetGS and BC-GS, respectively.
We examined variation in B. stricta for three
herbivory-related traits: leaf damage by herbivores,
total glucosinolates, and BC ratio (i.e., the proportion of aliphatic glucosinolates derived from
valine or isoleucine) in nine natural populations in
Idaho and Montana, and found significant genetic
variation for all traits (table S1) (12). Levels of
herbivore damage (percentage of leaf area removed)
and total quantity of foliar glucosinolates showed
genetic variation (Fig. 1 and table S1; P = 0.0355
for herbivore damage among families, other P <
0.0001) and continuous phenotypic distributions
typical of complex traits. In contrast, we found a
discontinuous distribution in the proportion of
aliphatic BC-GS versus Met-GS (Fig. 1), which
corresponds to the BCMA QTL (12, 13). The
parental genotypes examined here have glucosinolate phenotypes that are representative of other
plants in these populations (12).
We quantified the ecological effects of this
variation by measuring late-season foliar glucosinolates in 1030 F6 near-isogenic line (NIL)
plants in the Montana (MT) and Colorado (CO)
field sites. Segregation of the BCMA locus predicted
the BC ratio in both environments (P < 10−199;

table S2) and both were significant predictors of
insect damage (P < 0.008; table S3). Early-season
herbivory showed significant effects of BCMA in
Montana (P < 10−6; table S4) but not in Colorado.
However, the BCMA × site interaction for herbivore damage was not significant early in the
season (P = 0.092; table S4) or for maximum
damage on plants that survived through the summer (table S3). The quantitative level of leaf damage was a significant predictor of mortality in
both Montana and Colorado (P = 0.0017; table
S5), with no hint of heterogeneous selection gradients among sites (damage × site interaction, P =
0.48). Combining the observed levels of damage
and estimates of natural selection (Fig. 2 and table
S4), we calculate that the BCMA-MT homozygote had 1.3% higher fitness than the BCMA-CO
genotype (12).
We compared herbivore damage and fecundity
on 1435 recombinant inbred line (RIL) plants, in
2009 in Montana and in 2010 in Colorado. Mean
herbivore damage was higher in Colorado (64.2 T
5.8%) than in Montana (10.3 T 1.9%). BCMA
genotype predicted herbivore damage in Montana,
with the BCMA-CO homozygote showing higher
damage than the native BCMA-MT genotype
(14.0 and 9.0%, respectively, P < 0.0001; table
S6). In contrast, BCMA genotypes showed no
significant difference in damage levels in Colorado
(P = 0.63), perhaps because herbivores in Colorado
are resistant to these compounds, or because
chemical defenses were overwhelmed by high

Fig. 1. (A) Histograms show percent leaf area removed by the generalist herbivore Trichoplusia ni, total
quantity of glucosinolates, and proportion of aliphatic glucosinolates from branched-chain amino acid
precursors (BC-GS). Greenhouse-grown plants were descended from nine B. stricta populations. (B) Map
showing the proportion of genotypes in each population that produce predominantly BC-GS (white) or
Met-GS (black). Parental populations of the crossing experiment are boxed.
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levels of herbivory. This BCMA × site interaction
for herbivore damage was significant (P = 0.019;
table S6). In addition, herbivore damage was a
significant predictor of fecundity in Montana
(Fig. 2, P < 0.013; table S7) but not in Colorado
(P = 0.72), with a significant BCMA × site
interaction for probability of fruiting (P = 0.05;
table S8). In Montana the local allele enhances
the probability of fruiting by 132% relative to the
Colorado allele (12); however, there is no effect
of allelic variation in Colorado. Combining
observed levels of damage and estimates of
natural selection, we calculate that the BCMAMT homozygote had 12% higher fecundity in
Montana than did the Colorado homozygote (Fig. 2
and table S6) (12). Such large fitness differences
may explain why many populations are nearly
fixed for BCMA (Fig. 1B). Overall, the protective
effect of BCMA against herbivory appears to differ
between sites (table S6), whereas substantial
fitness reduction due to leaf damage is commonly
observed across sites and years (Fig. 2).
To control for the effects on fitness caused by
linked genes, as well as other selective factors
that might be correlated with herbivore damage,
we planted 1539 F6 NIL plants where each was
assigned to an undamaged control group or to
artificial herbivory (removal of ~33% of each
leaf) (12). On average, a loss of 1% of leaf area
caused a 1.2% reduction in survival (Fig. 2), with
significantly elevated mortality in the herbivory
treatment (P < 0.0001; table S9).
In Arabidopsis thaliana, the CYP79F locus
encodes the first step of the core Met-GS pathway
(14, 15) and CYP83A encodes the second step
(16, 17). We sequenced bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) from both genotypes that gave
rise to the RIL and NIL populations, and identified nine markers within the 1-cM interval

Fig. 2. Fitness reductions under field conditions
associated with 1% loss of leaf area by herbivory.
Bars indicate reduction in components of fitness
due to fecundity (gray) and survival (black) in
2008, 2009, and 2010 in Colorado and Montana.
NIL plants in the clipping experiment were randomly assigned to artificial herbivory or control
treatments. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001;
NS, not significant.
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containing the BCMA QTL. These included sequences orthologous to CYP79F and CYP83A.
CYP83A is 0.33 cM from the peak lod score
(logarithm of the odds ratio for linkage) for the
BCMA QTL (fig. S2 and table S10), whereas the
CYP79 polymorphism has a peak lod score of
365.3, with 10-lod confidence interval < 0.1 cM
wide (fig. S2 and table S10).
We created transgenic Arabidopsis plants for
each locus and allele of the CYP79 gene family
from Boechera (12). Phenotypes of the transgenic
plants show that the BCMA biochemical polymorphism is controlled by these CYP79 loci, hence
BCMA is a gene family with three expressed copies

(fig. S3). These enzymes convert amino acids to
their corresponding oximes in the first step of
glucosinolate biosynthesis (15). BCMA2 is syntenic with the CYP79F1 region in A. thaliana but
is not linked to the BCMA QTL that controls the
BC ratio. BCMA3 and BCMA1 are tightly linked
at the LOD peak of the BCMA QTL, with BCMA3
present in both parental genotypes, whereas BCMA1
is only present in the Montana genotype.
We expressed these BCMA sequences and
controls in 130 independent Arabidopsis transformants to control for position effects and number of insertions. We found significant differences
in foliar glucosinolates derived from methionine,

Fig. 3. (A) Glucosinolate production in transgenic Arabidopsis
expressing B. stricta BCMA genes, encoding CYP79F enzymes
that catalyze amino acids in the first step of the glucosinolate
pathway. Bars show amounts of aliphatic glucosinolates from
Met, Val, and Ile precursors catalyzed by each of the BCMA
gene products. Gene phylogeny includes wild-type (WT)
Arabidopsis with empty vector controls; the black triangle
identifies the gene duplication in Boechera, a red circle shows
the origin of branched-chain amino acid catalysis, and a blue circle indicates elevated Ile activity.
Abbreviations: B1, BCMA1; B2, BCMA2; B3, BCMA3, with alleles from Colorado (CO) or Montana (MT). N = 130
independent transgenic lines. (B) In vitro enzyme activity levels (nmol of product per nmol of enzyme per
minute) relative to controls; error bars denote SE. Labels indicate CYP79F enzymes from Arabidopsis and
BCMA1, BCMA2, and BCMA3 from Boechera, with alleles from Colorado or Montana. BCMA2 alleles
encode identical proteins, so one allele was assayed. BCMA2 (green) retains the ancestral MET activity and
was engineered to change G134L, P536K, or both (pink). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.

Fig. 4. (A) Homology model of BCMA2 with the substrate-binding cleft above the heme group (magenta)
with putative substrate recognition regions in purple. Amino acid changes G134L and P536K (green) show
statistical evidence for accelerated protein evolution and alter catalytic function when changed by sitedirected mutagenesis. Other mutations with statistical evidence of accelerated evolution (in blue) are not
addressed in this study. The location of amino acid 529, which aligns with the last resolved residue in the
CYP1A2 crystal structure, is colored because subsequent amino acids 530 to 540 cannot be accurately
modeled. (B) Close-up view of substrate-binding cleft with mutation G134L residing just above the heme.
www.sciencemag.org
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valine, or isoleucine in transgenic plants (P < 10−45;
Fig. 3A, fig. S4, and table S11). BCMA1-MT
transgenics showed increased production of
isoleucine-derived glucosinolates (P < 0.04),
and both BCMA3 alleles caused increased production of valine-derived glucosinolates (P = 0.034
and P = 0.0001 for BCMA-CO and BCMA-MT,
respectively) relative to controls. In addition,
BCMA1-MT and both BCMA2 alleles caused modest increases in methionine-derived glucosinolates
(P = 0.028 to P = 0.002).
We compared BCMA3-MT and BCMA3-CO
transgenics and found no significant difference
for total concentration of aliphatic glucosinolates
(P > 0.05; table S11). However, the BCMA3-MT
allele produced higher levels of valine glucosinolates
than did the BCMA3-CO allele (factor of 3.5; P =
0.0002). The CO allele differs from BCMA3-MT
by an amino acid substitution in the substratebinding region, which may be responsible for this
reduced concentration of valine glucosinolates in
transgenic plants. Finally, allele-specific expression to test for cis-regulatory variation found no
significant differences in gene expression (12).
Heterologous expression in Escherichia coli
also indicated that the enzymes encoded by
BCMA1 and BCMA3, but not BCMA2, have
acquired catalytic activity toward branched-chain
amino acid precursors (the “BC-AA clade,”
which includes an orthologous sequence from
B. retrofracta, which also produces BC-GS) (11).
Comparing the rate of nonsynonymous versus
synonymous substitution with maximum likelihood in PAML (18) indicated that the branch
leading to the BC-AA clade (branch F in fig. S5)
has undergone accelerated biochemical evolution
(P = 0.036; table S12). In addition, two amino
acid sites (134 and 536) in the BC-AA clade also
showed rapid evolution (table S13).
The BCMA1-MT enzyme has evolved elevated activity toward isoleucine (Fig. 3B and
table S14). For valine, we found significant catalytic activity for BCMA1 and BCMA3 and a
modest increase for BCMA2. Although transgenic analysis showed that the BCMA3-MT allele
produced higher levels of valine glucosinolates
than the BCMA3-CO allele, heterologous expression did not detect a significant difference in the
rate of valine catalysis between these BCMA3
alleles (t = 1.09, df = 6, P = 0.32). This may
reflect differences in experimental variation between transgenic plants and in vitro assays,
glucosinolate turnover in vivo, or enzyme function in vitro versus in vivo. Finally, we mutated
Gly134 and Pro536 in BCMA2 (to BCMA1/3
residues Leu and Lys, respectively; henceforth
G134L and P536K) to assay their effect on
catalytic activity on valine and isoleucine. Either
mutation, or both together, caused increased activity
toward valine (P = 0.0361 to P = 0.0004; Fig. 3B
and table S14).
The tertiary structures of eukaryotic cytochrome P450 proteins are highly conserved despite substantial divergence in their primary
structures (19, 20). We predicted the structure
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of BCMA2 (Fig. 4) and visualized the locations
of variations in the BCMA1 and BCMA3 proteins
that might explain their altered catalytic functions. G134L, one of the two residues showing
evidence for accelerated molecular evolution,
occurs in substrate recognition site SRS1 near the
heme (Fig. 4) and is predicted to alter the catalytic
site space in the region closest to the heme. The
other, P536K, occurs five amino acids upstream
from their C termini and is predicted to alter
electrostatic interactions of this flexible tail region. Mapping of the two positions varying between the BCMA3-MT and BCMA3-CO alleles
indicates that Val148 → Leu occurs in a region
potentially affecting interactions with electron
transfer partners, and that Met268 → Val occurs
in a SRS3 region predicted to affect the volume
of the upper catalytic site and/or substrate access
(fig. S6). However, determining the biochemical
effects of these changes is beyond the scope of
this study.
We have shown how the BCMA QTL affects
plant chemistry and insect resistance, and thus
fitness, in a quantitative manner. In Boechera, the
BCMA2 locus retains ancestral activity and synteny,
whereas BCMA1 and BCMA3 have evolved novel
catalytic activity. The resulting polymorphic
Met-GS and BC-GS show heterogeneous effects
on host plant resistance against diverse enemies
across a range of environments. In the Montana
population, homozygotes at BCMA produce
BC-GS and show greater resistance to damage
by a diverse community of herbivores (tables S4
and S6). Further evidence that these compounds

have environment-dependent consequences comes
from transgenic Arabidopsis, where BC-GS cause
increased resistance to the pathogen Erwinia
carotovora (6), and from other herbivores, where
BC-GS cause increased susceptibility to Trichoplusia
ni (10). However, BCMA has no effect on insect
damage in Colorado (tables S4 and S6), where
other loci control resistance (table S6). On the
basis of this study, we conclude that heterogeneous responses to diverse biotic interactions
in the context of selection by herbivores likely
contribute to the genetic diversity of BCMA.
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Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi
Increase Organic Carbon
Decomposition Under Elevated CO2
Lei Cheng,1* Fitzgerald L. Booker,2,3 Cong Tu,1 Kent O. Burkey,2,3 Lishi Zhou,1,4
H. David Shew,1 Thomas W. Rufty,3 Shuijin Hu1†
The extent to which terrestrial ecosystems can sequester carbon to mitigate climate change
is a matter of debate. The stimulation of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) by elevated
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) has been assumed to be a major mechanism facilitating soil
carbon sequestration by increasing carbon inputs to soil and by protecting organic carbon from
decomposition via aggregation. We present evidence from four independent microcosm and
field experiments demonstrating that CO2 enhancement of AMF results in considerable soil carbon
losses. Our findings challenge the assumption that AMF protect against degradation of organic
carbon in soil and raise questions about the current prediction of terrestrial ecosystem carbon
balance under future climate-change scenarios.
rbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF),
which form associations with roots of
~80% of land plant species, obtain carbon (C) from their host plants in return for mineral
nutrients (1, 2). AMF utilize a large proportion
(up to 20%) of net plant photosynthates under
ambient atmospheric CO2 (aCO2) (3, 4), deposit
slow cycling organic compounds such as chitin
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and glomalin (1, 5), and protect organic matter
from microbial attack by promoting soil aggregation (6). AMF thus play a critical role in the
global C cycle. Atmospheric CO2 enrichment often increases plant photosynthate allocation to
AMF and stimulates the growth of AMF (3, 7–9),
leading to a proposition that global soils may
sequester more C through mycorrhizal symbioses
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under future scenarios of elevated CO2 (eCO2)
(3, 5, 7–12). This hypothesis, however, does not
consider the effect of AMF on decomposition
under eCO2. Indeed, AMF growth can result in
enhanced decomposition of complex organic material and alter plant N uptake (13–15).
We conducted four independent but complementary experiments to investigate how CO2 stimulation of AMF affects organic C decomposition
in soil and the subsequent N dynamics in the plantsoil system by combining dual 13C/15N labeling
and hyphae-ingrowth techniques (16). We first
ascertained the effect of eCO2 [main plot, n = 4;
ambient at 380 versus elevated at 580 parts per
million by volume (ppmv)] and N addition (subplot; control at 0 versus added at 5 g N m−2) on
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